Abstract Developing therapist-report fidelity tools to support quality delivery of evidence-based practices in usual care is a top priority for implementation science. This study tested the reliability and accuracy of two groups of community therapists who reported on their use of family therapy (FT) and motivational interviewing/cognitivebehavioral therapy (MI/CBT) interventions during routine treatment of inner-city adolescents with conduct and substance use problems. Study cases (n = 45) were randomized into two conditions: (a) Routine Family Therapy (RFT), consisting of a single site that featured family therapy as its standard of care for behavioral treatment; or (b) Treatment As Usual (TAU), consisting of five sites that featured non-family approaches. Therapists and trained observational raters provided FT and MI/CBT adherence ratings on 157 sessions (104 RFT, 53 TAU). Overall therapist reliability was adequate for averaged FT ratings (ICC = .66) but almost non-existent for MI/CBT (ICC = .06); moreover, both RFT and TAU therapists were more reliable in reporting on FT than on MI/CBT. Both groups of therapists overestimated the extent to which they implemented FT and MI/CBT interventions. Results offer support for the feasibility of using existing therapistreport methods to anchor quality assurance procedures for FT interventions in real-world settings, though not for MI/ CBT.
The emerging discipline of implementation science is focused on elucidating the conditions under which evidence-based interventions (EBIs) can be delivered with fidelity by front-line therapists and sustained over time in community settings (McHugh and Barlow 2010) . EBIs exist along a continuum of standardization defined by three intersecting dimensions: specification of prescribed intervention techniques; elaboration of rule-driven procedures for when and how interventions should be delivered; and customization for given clinical populations. EBIs include both empirically supported treatments-manualized models and brand-name programs-and evidence-based practices (EBPs)-generic, modular, or kernel/core interventions with strong empirical support (Chorpita et al. 2005; Embry and Biglan 2008; Garland et al. 2010) . Empirically supported treatments contain a high degree of technique specification, formulaic implementation guidelines, and precisely defined target groups; EBPs vary more widely in standardization along each dimension (Westen et al. 2005) .
Need for Efficient Fidelity Measures to Support EBI Quality Assurance (QA) in Usual Care
There is strong consensus that successful implementation of EBIs in mainstream care for behavioral health disorders requires procedures designed to ensure that interventions are delivered according to given standards, that is, to the intended population, by appropriately trained and supervised providers, and in accordance with specified principles, procedures, and techniques (Aarons et al. 2011) . In laboratory settings such methods are called integrity or fidelity procedures (Perepletchikova 2011) , owing to their tight focus on the delivery of the intervention package itself in the context of controlled research in which therapist, client, and organizational variables are favorable by design. In field settings such methods are usually called QA procedures (Schoenwald 2011) .
Well-specified QA procedures currently exist for a wide variety of EBIs and usually contain several components (Fixsen et al. 2005) : guidelines for selecting adoption-ready sites and qualified trainees; standardized provider training toolkits; fidelity checklists and related QA measurement tools designed to yield immediate performance evaluation data; procedures for ongoing consultation from model experts; continuous quality improvement procedures to evaluate implementation data collected on site, feed selected data back to therapists, and buttress agency support; and certifications granted to providers who complete training and maintain quality standards. Continuous quality improvement procedures are a distinctive component of QA systems intended to maximize the utility of implementation evaluation in routine practice via site-specific performance feedback (O'Neill et al. 2011) .
A few treatment developers have tested the impact of QA systems on provider performance and client outcomes (e.g., Schoenwald et al. 2009) , with promising results to date. However, despite their many strengths, validated QA systems for manualized treatments cannot fully meet the fidelity assessment needs of the provider workforce. Model-specific QA procedures are fundamentally nontransferrable: They support only the specific manualized treatment to which they are attached. This presents two limitations to widespread applicability. First, they have limited utility for guiding ''off-map'' interventions such local adaptation of the given treatment for clients with uncommon or boundary-condition diagnoses, or flexible combinations of treatment components with non-manualized interventions for clients with co-occurring disorders (Gallo and Barlow 2012) . Second, they may not be suitable for evaluating the broader spectrum of generic interventions that constitute EBPs commonly implemented in usual care. At minimum, QA tools developed to assess EBPs in front-line clinics should be (1) designed to capture a wide variety of practices rather than a narrow band of prespecified techniques and (2) applicable to heterogeneous client pools with diverse profiles of comorbid problems (Bearsley-Smith et al. 2008; Schoenwald 2011) . To be clear, such tools would not be used to supplement or replace existing QA procedures for manualized treatments, but instead, to promote high-fidelity use of EBPs among providers who do not opt for wholesale adoption of manuals and their companion QA systems (Garland et al. 2010a ).
Meeting the Need: Therapist-Report Measures of Fidelity to Core Elements of EBIs
To meet the need for efficient and flexible assessment of EBI implementation in usual care, it is essential to develop fidelity evaluation tools that share two features: (1) therapist-report format and (2) focus on core treatment techniques that are common across multiple empirically supported treatment manuals for similar populations (Garland et al. 2010a; McLeod et al. 2013) . Therapistreport measures of EBI fidelity offer several methodological strengths that may afford the desired balance between rigor and relevance in QA procedures: they are quick, inexpensive, and non-intrusive; they capture the unique viewpoint of the provider delivering the interventions; and they can be completed throughout treatment, which facilitates measurement of infrequent but clinically meaningful interventions (Carroll et al. 1998; Weersing et al. 2002) . Therapist-report measures can also inform quality improvement procedures via feedback loops of several kinds: as a self-check by therapists to mark their own progress in treating cases; as a supervision aid for trainers to monitor fidelity; and as administrative data for stakeholders and reviewers to evaluate therapist-and agencylevel performance (Bearsley-Smith et al. 2008; Schoenwald et al. 2005) .
EBI fidelity tools will also benefit from focusing on discrete intervention techniques shared across multiple treatment manuals for a given disorder. These core element interventions 1 ) are approach-specific (i.e., identified with a particular treatment orientation and/ or modality) but model-free (i.e., not inextricably bound to a single manual or intervention sequence). Within the youth treatment field, prime examples of core element EBIs include cognitive coping interventions for anxiety (Chorpita 2007) , behavioral parenting training and childonly interventions for childhood conduct problems (Garland et al. 2008) , and family therapy techniques for adolescent behavior problems (Baldwin et al. 2012; Hogue and Liddle 2009) . A primary virtue of adopting core EBIs is that they equip clinicians with fundamental techniques that can be judiciously applied to clients presenting with diverse, comorbid, and/or emerging clinical problems (Barth et al. 2014; Chorpita et al. 2005 Chorpita et al. , 2007 . Core elements also represent a comfortable middle ground between molar versus molecular specification of treatment processes that is well-suited for describing the eclectic clinical practices favored in usual care (Barth et al. 2014; Garland et al. 2010b) .
Importantly, the field is beginning to investigate whether core EBIs can be clinically effective in usual care settings. For example, a recent randomized trial (Bearman et al. 2013; Weisz et al. 2012 ) tested a transdiagnostic treatment protocol consisting of modules for core treatment elements that systematic reviews had found to be most common in cognitive-behavioral and behavioral parent training manuals for childhood anxiety, depression, and disruptive disorders. Similar to empirically supported treatments, this modular protocol, called MATCH-ADC, was highly standardized with regard to technique specification, formulaic intervention selection, and client customization, including specific decision rules for when to implement which core interventions based on evolving case circumstances. Results showed that the standardized modular protocol outperformed both disorder-specific treatment manuals and TAU in promoting improvements in child outcomes across the board (Weisz et al. 2012) and maintained this advantage over TAU at two-year follow-up ; moreover, the modular protocol was associated with greater perceived benefits and satisfaction by participating therapists (Korathu-Larson et al. 2011) .
One Major Hurdle to Clear: Validity of Therapist Self-Reports of EBI Implementation
Currently there is only a handful of therapist-report fidelity tools designed to assess core EBIs commonly used in everyday practice, including measures for adult depression (Hepner et al. 2010) , adult substance use (Gifford et al. 2012) , childhood disruptive behavior (Hurlburt et al. 2010) , and broad child psychotherapy approaches (Bearsley-Smith et al. 2008; Weersing et al. 2002) . Although developing new therapist-report tools for other clinical populations could advance EBI dissemination in several ways, there remains a major hurdle to clear: Studies attempting to confirm therapist self-reports of EBI implementation via observational ratings have mostly produced disappointing results, casting doubt on the accuracy with which therapists can judge their own performances. Studies with adult samples have logged modest to weak correspondence between therapist and observer reports of fidelity to motivational interviewing (Martino et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2004 ) and cognitive-behavioral interventions (Brosan et al. 2008; Carroll et al. 1998 ). In the youth arena, Hurlburt et al. (2010) found that observers reported substantially less occurrence and lower intensity of EBIs for childhood conduct problems compared to therapists in front-line mental health care. In an exception to this trend, Chapman et al. (2013) reported that therapists, trained observational raters, and treatment experts were generally consistent in reporting on contingency management interventions for adolescent substance use, though therapists did report significantly greater use of these interventions than did observational raters. Overall, it appears that weak correlations between clinicians and observers are due in large part to therapist bias in overestimating the extent to which they deliver EBIs; this bias holds true for research-trained therapists delivering manualized treatments (Carroll et al. 1998; Martino et al. 2009 ) as well clinicians in routine practice (Brosan et al. 2008; Hurlburt et al. 2010) . Simply stated, therapist-report fidelity measures cannot be (fully) trusted until they establish reasonable correspondence with non-participant ratings of EBI implementation.
Development of a Therapist-Report Fidelity Tool for Adolescent Behavior Problems: ITT-ABP In a previous study (Hogue et al. 2012) we introduced the Inventory of Therapy Techniques for Adolescent Behavior Problems (ITT-ABP), a post-session therapist-report measure of 25 techniques representing four theoretical approaches to treating ABPs: cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT), family therapy (FT), motivational interviewing (MI), and drug counseling (DC). The derivation of ITT-ABP items is detailed in the ''Measures'' section; the items are listed in Table 2 . These four approaches were included in the ITT-ABP because each has a substantial base of empirical support for addressing adolescent conduct, delinquency, and substance use problems (for reviews see Becker and Curry 2008; Chorpita et al. 2011 ; see also Winters et al. 2007 ) and are widely endorsed in front-line settings (Cook et al. 2010; Gifford et al. 2012) . The CBT, FT, and MI approaches each boast several manualized versions that have proven efficacious for treating a range of ABPs, which makes them ideal candidates to supply core EBIs capable of addressing a variety of treatment needs. This is especially important in adolescent behavioral care, wherein comorbidity and multisystem involvement are more rule than exception (Hawkins 2009; Kazak et al. 2010) . As described in Methods, ITT-ABP items derive from two observational fidelity scales that were validated during controlled trials of empirically supported treatments. There is considerable enthusiasm for using observational measures forged in controlled trials as the foundation for developing QA tools for usual care (Gifford et al. 2012; Schoenwald et al. 2011) , on the premise that this will yield instruments with both strong psychometric properties and clinical validity in measuring EBPs.
Also as described in ''Method'' section, the ITT-ABP has demonstrated factor validity, discriminant validity, and convergent validity in a sample from the parent trial of the current study (Hogue et al. 2012) . Factor analysis identified three clinically coherent EBI scales: FT, MI/CBT, and DC interventions. These factor scales correspond with the four observational fidelity scales used as source measures for the ITT-ABP-albeit with a pooled MI/CBT factor, a combination regularly found in clinical practice (e.g., Dennis et al. 2004 ).
Current Study Aims
The purpose of the current study was to compare therapist ratings on the ITT-ABP to ratings made by non-participant observers, thereby conducting a rigorous test of the criterion validity of the ITT-ABP: To what degree did scores on this therapist-report measure of fidelity to core EBIs for ABPs correspond with objective ratings made by highly trained coders? Study therapists and clients were participating in a randomized naturalistic trial testing the effectiveness of usual care treatment for adolescent disorders. Clients were randomized into two study conditions: (a) Routine Family Therapy (RFT), consisting of a single site that featured family therapy as its routine standard of care for behavioral treatment; or (b) Treatment As Usual (TAU), consisting of five sites in the same catchment area that did not espouse family therapy as a primary approach. All study therapists operated under everyday practice conditions without benefit of external training, supervision, or clinical resources from the research team.
The study had two specific aims. The first aim was to test the reliability and accuracy of therapist-report ITT-ABP scores. We tested reliability by calculating intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for therapist-observer correspondence on individual items and factor scales for 157 sessions (104 RFT, 53 TAU) from the parent trial. We tested accuracy by conducting mean comparisons between therapists and observers for the factor scales. Based on previous studies of clinician-observer correspondence on EBI fidelity ratings, we expected that therapist reliability would be moderate-to-poor, and that therapists would overestimate the extent to which they delivered EBIs in session. The second aim was to examine whether therapists demonstrated differential reliability and accuracy when rating approach-concordant versus approach-discordant EBIs. We predicted that family therapists would be most reliable and accurate in reporting on their fidelity to FT interventions; we had no predictions about whether TAU therapists would show differences in reliability and accuracy in reporting on FT versus MI/CBT fidelity. As an exploratory third aim, we examined whether therapist reliability differed according to years of professional experience. Note that the current study did not include analysis of the DC scale of the ITT-ABP for any aim, due to lack of variance in these scores stemming from failure to collect session recordings from the only TAU clinic that specialized in addiction treatment (as explained in the ''Method'' section).
Method
The parent study from which these data were collected was conducted between 2006 and 2012 under approval by the governing Institutional Review Board. 2.9 (3.0) 2.9 (3.4) 2.9 (2.4)
Days used substances past month (M/SD) 3.0 (7.4) 3.9 (8.7) 1.1 (2.6) All data reported are column percents, unless otherwise indicated *** p \ .001; ** p \ .01; * p \ .05
Study Clients
Demographic and psychiatric characteristics for n = 45 clients (28 RFT, 17 TAU) in the current study are listed in Table 1 , for the entire sample and separately by study condition. The study sample contains all clients from the parent study who provided at least one recorded session, totaling 157 sessions (all recorded sessions had corresponding therapist-report data). Clients were adolescents [53 % male; mean age 15.2 years (SD = 1.5)] and their primary caregivers. Self-reported race/ethnicity was Hispanic (69 %), African American (11 %), multiracial (13 %), and other (7 %). Households were headed by single parents (65 %), two parents (23 %), grandparents (9 % %), or other (2 %); 50 % earned less than $15,000 per year and 13 % received public assistance. Adolescents were referred from schools (79 %), or other sources (22 %); 16 % were involved in the juvenile justice system at referral.
Rates of psychiatric diagnosis were assessed by research staff using the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (Version 5.0; Sheehan et al. 1998) , based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association 2000). Psychiatric diagnoses were given for meeting threshold based on either adolescent or caregiver report, with the following sample prevalence rates: oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) = 91 %, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder = 76 %, conduct disorder (CD) = 46 %, mood disorder or dysthymia = 41 %, substance use disorder (SUD) = 23 % (16 % cannabis use, 14 % alcohol), generalized anxiety disorder = 16 %, posttraumatic stress disorder = 14 %. A total of 74 % of the sample was diagnosed with more than one disorder; of these comorbid cases, 6 % met criteria for ODD ? CD only, with the remaining 94 % showing some other comorbidity profile. Between-condition differences in demographic and diagnostic variables (see Table 1 ) were observed for one variable only: More caregivers in TAU had graduated high school compared to RFT (v 2 (1) = 5.7, p \ .05). The parent randomized trial contained 205 participants, of which 157 (77 %) attended at least one treatment session at the assigned site, including 74 % of RFT cases and 79 % of TAU cases. Of these 157 treatment attenders, 45 cases (29 %) were included in the current study by virtue of having a recorded treatment session. Significant differences in the current study sample versus the originally randomized cases were observed for two demographic and diagnostic variables: Adolescents in the current sample were younger (t(203) = 2.48, p \ .05) and less likely to have more than one diagnosis (v 2 (1) = 4.46, p \ .05). These same difference were observed when comparing the study sample to the subgroup of 157 cases that attended treatment: younger age (t(155) = 2.46, p \ .05) and less likely to have multiple diagnoses (v 2 (1) = 3.70, p = .05).
Client Recruitment, Randomization, and Enrollment in the Parent Trial
Clients were part of a parent study designed to identify adolescents with untreated behavioral health problems, enroll them in available outpatient treatment services, and assess treatment effects up to one year later. Research staff developed a referral network of high schools, family service agencies, and youth programs serving a large innercity area. Staff contacted referred families by phone and offered them an opportunity to participate in a two-part baseline interview to assess the reason for study referral and discuss study enrollment. After completion of the baseline interview, adolescents who met diagnostic criteria for an APB (ODD, CD, and/or SUD) and whose families were interested in receiving outpatient treatment were randomly assigned to RFT or TAU. One TAU site that specialized in addiction treatment was withheld from randomization of ODD and CD cases, and one TAU site that did not accept substance users was withheld from randomization of SUD cases. Parent study enrollment rates were as follows: 806 families were referred for eligibility screening; of these, 434 (54 %) completed a screen, with 264 not able to be contacted and 108 refusing to participate. Of the screen completers, 297 (68 %) were study eligible; of these, 205 (69 %) completed the baseline interview (45 could not be contacted after screening and 47 refused the baseline) and were randomized into the parent study. For the 157 cases that attended treatment, the average number of sessions for each case across the sample was 8.5 (SD = 9.8); conditions did not differ on average number of sessions attended. These rates are comparable to treatment engagement and attendance rates broadly reported for child mental health services (Garland et al. 2013 ).
Study Sites and Therapists
All six treatment sites were outpatient clinical settings that accepted study cases as standard referrals. Sites were in close proximity and easily accessible via public transportation. No external training or financial support of any kind was provided to treat study cases, and therapists were not required to alter their clinical practices in any way. All therapists at each site who treated adolescent clients and who volunteered to participate were accepted into the study; approximately 40 % of therapists across sites volunteered. Each site prescribed weekly treatment sessions and offered in-house psychiatric support. Therapists at each site routinely received a comparable amount of weekly individual and/or group supervision. Details on site treatment practices are contained below in the ''Treatment Fidelity'' section.
Routine Family Therapy (RFT)
The RFT condition consisted of one community mental health clinic (CMHC) that featured family therapy as the standard-of-care approach for behavioral interventions with youth. At no time had the site imported a manualized FT model or contracted for extramural implementation support. RFT therapists (n = 14, who treated 28 cases total) were licensed Marriage and Family Therapists, social workers with training in family therapy, or advanced clinical trainees with family therapy experience. All therapists received regular in-house training and supervision to promote family-based case conceptualization and use of FT treatment techniques. Participating therapists ranged from 28 to 59 years; 8 were female, 7 were Hispanic American, and as a group they averaged 3.1 years (SD = 4.3) postgraduate therapy experience (note: demographic information was not collected 5 RFT therapists).
Treatment As Usual (TAU)
This condition included a set of five clinics in order to sample the full spectrum of outpatient treatment options widely available for ABPs. Among the five TAU sites were two CMHCs, two outpatient clinics in child and adolescent psychiatry departments of teaching hospitals, and one addictions treatment clinic with an adolescent program that featured group-based treatment with supportive individual sessions. Although the addiction treatment site provided self-report data, it did not permit recording of sessions due to sensitivity about treatment group participants who were not enrolled in the research study. For this reason, in the current study adolescents with substance use disorders are underrepresented in TAU (though not in RFT), so that utilization of drug counseling techniques is likely underrepresented as well compared to ITT-ABP therapist-report data previously described in Hogue et al. (2012) . Among the TAU sites, only the addictions clinic espoused a strong organizational allegiance to a specific EBI-in this case, drug counselingas revealed during focus group activities for developing the ITT-ABP (see ''Measures'' section). No TAU site contained a supervisor or staff therapist with extensive training in family therapy or an MFT degree, and no site appeared to promote or feature implementation of FT techniques. Across the four sites that provided data for the current study, participating therapists (n = 11, who treated 17 cases total) ranged in age from 25 to 39 years; 8 were female, 6 were European American, and as a group they averaged 2.9 years (SD = 2.3) postgraduate therapy experience.
Treatment Fidelity

RFT Adherence to Signature FT Techniques
In a separate study (Hogue and Dauber 2013) we utilized benchmarking analyses to compare FT fidelity scores for sessions held at the RFT site to fidelity scores from an efficacy trial of an empirically supported treatment for ABPs, multidimensional family therapy (MDFT). We randomly selected 15 archived RFT sessions that were videotaped on site prior to the start of the current study. We coded these sessions for adherence to FT treatment techniques using the same validated FT observational fidelity measure previously used to code MDFT sessions from the efficacy trial (the fidelity measure and MDFT scores are detailed in Hogue et al. 2006) . Among the signature FT techniques coded for both samples were: convening multiple family members in sessions; specifying treatment goals that are family-based; working to bring about insession change in family interaction patterns to decrease emotional negativity, increase positive attachments and communication, and improve family problem-solving; and intervening with caregivers to improve parenting skills. Then, using a probability sampling method known as statistical process control analysis (Deming 1986) , we plotted the within-sample variance in mean FT adherence scores for the RFT site against the ''benchmark'' adherence data produced by MDFT. Scores for the RFT site clustered closely around the average FT adherence score for MDFT, and no score for any RFT session fell beyond two standard deviations of the benchmark MDFT mean. These analyses indicated that treatment delivered at the RFT site prior to enrollment of study cases adhered closely to gold-standard fidelity levels for FT techniques achieved by a manualized treatment.
RFT Differentiation from TAU
In previous research on the parent study (Hogue et al. 2012) , we examined (a) therapist baseline reports of allegiance and skill (i.e., proficiency) in the four EBIs and (b) therapist post-session reports of EBI adherence from 822 study sessions using the ITT-ABP and found: (1) Prior to seeing study cases, RFT therapists reported strongest proficiency in FT techniques, whereas TAU therapists reported strongest proficiency in CBT and MI; (2) While treating study cases, RFT therapists reported greater utilization of treatment techniques associated with the FT approach than techniques associated with CBT, MI, or DC; (3) RFT therapists reported significantly higher average use of FT techniques than the average level reported by TAU therapists, and this difference remained significant when the TAU sample was restricted to therapists from the two CMHC sites; (4) TAU therapists reported greater use of CBT, MI, and DC interventions than did RFT therapists.
RFT and TAU Session Participants
At the end of each session study therapists were asked to document who attended the session: adolescent, caregiver, and/or other person. For the 157 sessions in the current study, in RFT 67 % of sessions included the adolescent, 80 % a caregiver, and 13 % another person. In TAU, 100 % of sessions included the adolescent, 6 % a caregiver, and 0 % another person. These percentages, which are equivalent to the participation data recorded for the parent study, indicate that RFT strongly emphasized family work, whereas TAU produced a modicum of family sessions.
Measures
Inventory of Therapy Techniques-Adolescent Behavior Problems (ITT-ABP)
The 25-item ITT-ABP is a QA tool designed to collect post-session therapist-report data on implementation of discrete treatment techniques associated with the CBT, FT, MI, and DC approaches. ITT-ABP items (see Table 2 ) were derived from four observational fidelity scales for empirically supported treatments, using an instrument development process described in Hogue et al. (2012) . This included two focus conducted at each study site with all available therapists to review prospective ITT-ABP items, gather information about fit between prospective items and the treatment practices favored at each site, and trim items to create the final set of four ITT-ABP scales. The ITT-ABP measures EBI adherence, that is, the thoroughness/ frequency with which each technique was utilized in a justcompleted session, based on a 5-point Likert-type scale: 1 = Not at all, 2 = A little bit, 3 = Moderately, 4 = Considerably, 5 = Extensively.
ITT-ABP items representing the FT and CBT approaches were drawn from the Therapist Behavior Rating Scale (TBRS; Hogue et al. 1998 ), a macroanalytic observational tool designed to identify therapeutic techniques prescribed by FT and CBT for treating ABPs. The TBRS has shown strong psychometric properties in studies of treatment adherence (Diamond et al. 2007; Hogue et al. 1998 Hogue et al. , 2008a , therapist competence (Hogue et al. 2008a) , and fidelity-outcome links (Hogue et al. 2006 (Hogue et al. , 2008b with samples including drug-using, conduct-disordered, and depressed teens. ITT-ABP items representing the MI and DC approaches were drawn from the Motivational Enhancement Therapy and Twelve Step Facilitation subscales of the Yale Adherence and Competence Scale (YACS; Carroll et al. 2000) . The YACS is a general system for rating fidelity in delivering behavioral treatments for adult substance use. It has demonstrated strong reliability and validity for MI and DC fidelity scores in an efficacy trial comparing CBT, 12-step facilitation, and clinical management for adult drug users (Carroll et al. 2000) as well as multisite effectiveness trials comparing manualized MI to usual care (Ball et al. 2007; Carroll et al. 2006) .
Previous construct validity analyses for this instrument (Hogue et al. 2012 ) used principal components analysis (PCA) on half of the 822 ITT-ABP protocols collected to that point (888 were collected by the end of the parent study), followed by confirmatory factor analysis on the remaining half that yielded adequate fit indices: v 
Inventory of Therapy Techniques-Adolescent Behavior Problems: Observational Version (ITT-ABP-O)
The ITT-ABP-O contains 25 items for rating adherence to CBT, FT, MI, and DC techniques that are identical to those on the ITT-ABP. The observational coding manual contains lengthy descriptions and exemplars of each item to aid coders in making reliable ratings; the content for this manual was taken directly from the source observational fidelity scales, with minimal editing of YACS items for age appropriateness.
Fidelity Data Collection Procedures and Sampling Rates
ITT-ABP Data
Prior to seeing study cases, study therapists participated in a one-hour group session introducing the purpose of the ITT-ABP and briefly reviewing all items. At this meeting, therapists were given an ITT-ABP scoring manual containing one-page descriptions of every item, including exemplar statements of what a therapist might say in session when implementing the given technique; item descriptions and exemplars were distilled from the corresponding item materials contained in the TBRS and YACS coding manuals. Therapists were then asked to complete a checklist after every session with study clients. During the study, therapists were prompted to submit completed checklists for active cases on a weekly basis but received no further ITT-ABP training and no feedback on submitted data. Over the course of the parent study 888 ITT-ABP checklists were submitted (57 % for RFT sessions, 43 % for TAU).
ITT-ABP-O Data
At the beginning of the study and periodically throughout, therapists were asked to videorecord or (at client request) audiorecord half of their treatment sessions. Thus the study attempted to record 444 sessions of the 888 sessions for which there was an ITT-ABP checklist. A total of 157 recordings were ultimately collected (104 RFT sessions, 53 TAU sessions), which represents 35 % of the 444 sessions targeted for recording. Of the 287 checklist sessions targeted for recording but not ultimately collected, 118 (41 %) belonged to families who did not consent to allow recordings; 75 (26 %) belonged to cases treated in the addiction clinic of the TAU condition, which did not permit recordings; and 95 (33 %) were not recorded for miscellaneous reasons that included therapist negligence, change in therapist and/or family agreeability to record, and equipment problems. Recordings included 66 % RFT and 34 % TAU sessions; 24 % were audiorecordings; 44 % were from the Early phase of treatment (sessions 1-5) and 56 % from the Later phase (session 6 or higher). In RFT, the 14 therapists provided a range of 2-19 recordings, and the 28 cases yielded a range of 1-19 recordings; in TAU, the 11 therapists provided a range of 1-21 recordings, and the 17 cases yielded a range of 1-21 recordings. No between-condition differences were found for total number of sessions per client or for number of early sessions or later sessions.
Observational Coding Procedures
Observational Raters
ITT-ABP-O raters (n = 8) were research staff with master's level training in social work, psychology, or a related field. The group contained 5 European American women, 2 European American men, 1 African American woman, 1 Hispanic American woman, and 1 Asian American woman. None had prior fidelity coding experience.
Training and Coding Procedures
Raters were trained during weekly small-group meetings over the course of two months using review of the ITT-ABP-O coding manual, in-group coding and review of practice recordings, and exercises to increase understanding of scale items. Study coding commenced once all raters reached a collective threshold reliability of ICC = .65 for the preponderance of items; thereafter, the group met biweekly for supportive training and monitoring of rater drift until coding was completed. Sessions were coded in their entirety (average about 55 min). Two raters were assigned to code all recordings and were randomly paired with one another across the sample using a randomized block design (Fleiss 1981) .
Plan of Analysis
Inter-observer reliability was calculated for each item using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC; Shrout and Fleiss 1979) . After acceptable ICCs were established, item scores were averaged across observational raters to yield a single observer score for each item. Item-level reliability between observers and therapists was then calculated using the ICC. Following item-level analysis, item scores were averaged to create the FT factor scale and the MI/CBT factor scale. As described in the ''Measures'' section, the drug counseling items were not included in analyses due to negligible rates of endorsement in the study sample. All remaining analyses were conducted on the averaged factor scores. To examine reliability of therapist judgments, therapist-observer correspondence on both factor scores was calculated using the ICC for the full sample, separately by Early versus Later phase of treatment. To test for differences in the relative magnitude of ICCs (i.e., strength of correlation) between two sets of raters, ICCs were compared using an r-to-z transformation and a subsequent z-test (Thorndike 2007) . To examine therapist accuracy for the full sample and within treatment phase, therapist and observer mean factor scores were compared using repeated measures ANOVA that included Therapist as a covariate to control for between-therapist effects. Then, two sets of within-condition analyses were conducted to determine whether therapists showed differential facility in rating approach-concordant (i.e., RFT therapists rating FT, TAU therapists rating MI/CBT) versus approach-discordant (i.e., RFT therapists rating MI/CBT, TAU therapists rating FT) techniques: therapist-observer ICCs to examine differential reliability, followed by comparisons of therapist versus observer mean scores to examine differential accuracy.
Finally, differential reliability was tested in Novice versus Veteran therapists within both study conditions.
Results
Preliminary Analyses: Inter-Observer Reliability
One-way random ICCs were calculated for each item on the FT and MI/CBT scales, and also for the mean scale scores, to examine inter-observer reliability (see Table 2 ). According to Cicchetti's (1994) criteria for classifying the utility of ICC magnitudes, below .40 is poor, .40-.59 is fair, .60-.74 is good, and .75-1.00 is excellent. ICCs ranged from .63 to .88 for the FT items, demonstrating strong agreement between observational raters; the ICC for the mean scale score of all 8 FT items was .87. For the MI/ CBT items, ICCs were good to excellent for most items, ranging from .60 to .75. Two items on the MI/CBT scale had only fair reliability but were retained in order to preserve the integrity of the original ITT-ABP scale: Reflective Listening had an ICC of .54 and Cognitive Monitoring had an ICC of .48. The inter-observer ICC for the mean scale score of all 8 MI/CBT items was .76. Given the overall high agreement, scores from the two raters were averaged to obtain a single observer rating for each item; these averaged scores were used in all remaining analyses.
Reliability of Therapist Judgment: Item-Level Analyses
Reliability between observers and therapists was examined with one-way random ICCs comparing the observational and therapist-reported scores on each item. Analyses are presented in Table 2 . Among the FT items, therapists and observers achieved good reliability for Parental Monitoring (ICC = .72) and Coached Interactions (ICC = .70). The ICC for Family Attachment and Communication was near the acceptable range (ICC = .52). All other items on the FT scale showed weak reliability. On the MI/CBT scale, only one item had acceptable reliability between therapists and observers: Behavioral Interventions had an ICC of .53. All other items on this scale showed weak reliability.
Reliability and Accuracy of Therapist Judgment: Scale-Level Analyses Therapist and observer mean scale scores and ICCs are presented in Table 3 for the full sample and separately by treatment phase: Early phase = sessions 1-5, Later phase = sessions 6 and above. For the FT scale, therapist reliability was adequate in the full sample (ICC = .66) as well as for both Early phase (ICC = .69) and Later phase (ICC = .63) sessions. FT scale reliability was even stronger (ICC = .75) when deleting the outlier item Established Agenda, which had a rare negative reliability (ICC = -.62) indicative of discrepancies in basic item definition between therapists and observers. We then tested the strength of correlation for the inter-observer ICC (.87) versus the therapistobserver ICC (.66) for the full sample; results (z = 4.74, p \ .001) demonstrated that observers agreed to a greater extent with one another than with therapists. For the MI/CBT scale, reliability was almost non-existent for the full sample (ICC = .06) as well as for Early phase (ICC = .10) and Later phase (ICC = .01) sessions. Again, the magnitude of correlation for the inter-observer ICC (.76) was significantly higher than that of the therapist-observer ICC (.06) for the full sample (z = 8.21, p \ .001).
To assess therapist accuracy, repeated measures ANOVA were conducted to compare therapist and observer mean scores on the FT and MI/CBT scales for the full sample and separately by phase. For the FT scale, therapists rated themselves significantly higher on FT interventions compared to observers in the full sample (F(1, 155) = 20.06, p \ .001, g p 2 = .12), as well as for Early phase (F(1, 67) = 13.42, p \ .001, g p 2 = .17) and Later phase (F(1, 86) = 7.48, p \ .01, g p 2 = .08). Similarly, therapists rated themselves significantly higher than observers on MI/CBT interventions in the full sample (F(1, 155) = 13.54, p \ .001, g p 2 = .08) and for Early phase sessions (F(1, 67) = 14.71, p \ .001, g p 2 = .18). For later phase sessions, the difference was not significant (F(1, 86) = 2.18, p = .14).
Differential Reliability and Accuracy for ApproachConcordant Versus Approach-Discordant EBIs Therapist-observer ICCs within the RFT and TAU conditions, as well as therapist and observer mean scores on the FT and MI/CBT scales, were examined to determine whether therapists demonstrated differential reliability and accuracy for approach-concordant versus approach-discordant EBIs (see Table 3 ). RFT therapists, all of whom were family therapists by training, demonstrated higher reliability for FT interventions (ICC = .52 for all items, and .64 after deleting Established Agenda) compared to MI/CBT interventions (ICC = .13), suggesting that family therapists did demonstrate more reliability for approachconcordant interventions. In contrast, TAU therapists, none of whom were family therapists, did not achieve good reliability for either FT (ICC = .39 for all items, .57 after deleting Established Agenda) or MI/CBT (ICC = -.06) interventions, although reliability was noticeably higher for FT interventions, indicating that non-family therapists were in relatively better agreement with observers about implementing FT techniques than techniques associated with other theoretical orientations.
Differential accuracy was also examined by comparing within-condition therapist and observer mean scores representing the extensiveness of EBI implementation. Within RFT, therapists rated themselves significantly higher than observers on both FT interventions (F(1, 102) = 19.28, p \ .001, g p 2 = .16) and MI/CBT interventions (F(1, 102) = 16.11, p \ .001, g p 2 = .14). Unexpectedly, within TAU there was no significant difference between therapists and observers on FT (F(1, 51) = .46, p = .50) or MI/CBT (F(1, 51) = .00, p \ .99).
Differential EBI Implementation and Self-Report Reliability for Novice versus Veteran Therapists To examine whether therapist reliability differed according to years of professional experience, we created two subgroups: Novice versus Veteran clinicians. Of the 25 therapists in the study, 15 (9 RFT, 6 TAU) were placed in the Novice subgroup (M experience = 1.0 years, SD = .65, range 0-2) and 10 (5 RFT, 5 TAU) in the Veteran subgroup (M experience = 5.2 years, SD = 3.2, range 3-13); as intended the Veteran subgroup was significantly more experienced (t(9.5) = -4.2, p \ .05). Table 4 contains the mean scale scores for FT and MI/CBT interventions reported by each subgroup and by observational coders separately by condition, along with corresponding therapist-observer ICCs. According to observer report there were no subgroup differences whatsoever in utilization of EBIs: Within RFT, novices and veterans were judged to be comparable in the extent to which they implemented both FT (F (2, 103) = 1.39, p = .24) and MI/CBT (F (2, 103) = .54, p = .46); within TAU, the subgroups were also rated as comparable in delivery of FT (F (2, 52) = .26, p = .62) and MI/CBT (F (2, 52) = .61, p = .44). The selfreport ratings provided by TAU therapists showed the same pattern: Novice and Veteran scores indicated a comparable utilization of both FT (F (2, 52) = .82, p = .37) and MI/ CBT (F (2, 52) = 2.29, p = .14). Departing from this trend, Veteran therapists in RFT reported greater utilization of FT (F (2, 103) = 17.76, p \ .001, g p 2 = .15) and also MI/CBT (F (2, 103) = 45.54, p \ .001, g p 2 = .30) than their Novice counterparts.
Of greatest interest was whether Novices and Veterans were differentially reliable in reporting on EBI delivery. Results for the FT scale were intriguing: Within RFT, Novices (ICC = .55) were moderately reliable overall and marginally more reliable than Veterans (ICC = .33; z = 1.78, p = .07); in contrast, TAU Veterans (ICC = .62) were much more reliable than their basically unreliable Novice counterparts (ICC = .17; z = 3.23, p \ .001). For the MI/CBT scale, similar to the full-sample results reported above, therapist self-reports showed uniformly poor reliability across subgroups and conditions (see Table 4 ).
Discussion
Study results indicated that family therapists working under routine practice conditions were fairly reliable overall with trained observers in reporting on the extent to which they implemented family therapy interventions, though unreliable in reporting on MI/CBT interventions. Non-family therapists also showed relatively stronger correspondence with observers for FT interventions than for MI/CBT, although in absolute terms, their reliability was low for FT and non-existent for MI/CBT. Family therapists also significantly overestimated their use of FT and MI/CBT relative to observer ratings, though nonfamily therapists did not. For the most part, therapist reliability and accuracy did not differ across phase of treatment. These results provide promising support for the feasibility of using therapist-report adherence monitoring methods to anchor QA procedures for family therapy interventions in real-world settings. In this study, agencyhired family therapists were reliable with observational raters in judging the extent to which they delivered core FT techniques when treating community-based referrals for adolescent problem behaviors. Interestingly, novice family therapists showed greater agreement with raters than did veterans, perhaps because they were more conservative overall in rating themselves, although the small subgroup sizes preclude confident generalizations. Given that study therapists received only a single training session in using the self-report coding system, there is reason to believe that their reliability could be substantially improved if ongoing training and feedback in reliable documentation of FT adherence were to be incorporated into routine QA procedures Ward et al. 2013) .
Beyond therapist reliability, it may be more challenging to boost therapist accuracy in self-reports. As true for every therapist-report study of EBI adherence to date involving either research-hired (e.g., Carroll et al. 1998; Martino et al. 2009 ) or agency-hired (e.g., Brosan et al. 2008; Hurlburt et al. 2010 ) clinicians, we found that family therapists overestimated the extent to which they implemented both FT and MI/CBT techniques. That is, family therapists could reliably document their relative use of FT techniques in any given session-more versus less FT-but they consistently overstated the actual quantity of FT as documented by observers. This kind of EBI adherence score inflation appears deeply rooted in benign reporter biases of several kinds, for example, perceived effort in delivering an intervention, more inclusive personal framework for evaluating an intervention-biases that also might, from the reverse perspective, contribute to some degree of observer under-reporting. Such biases may be most sensibly approached as a fundamentally intractable factor. If so, the best option might be to develop inflationadjustment formulae that can be applied using national or local norms. This would allow for a favorable (or at least workable) compromise when using therapist reports of EBI adherence for QA purposes. Notably, TAU therapists did not significantly overestimate their use of EBI techniques, though the modest number of sessions sampled in this condition may have dampened ability to detect reporter differences.
Results for therapist reports of MI/CBT interventions were more discouraging. Although this study assessed the degree to which community therapists used MI/CBT interventions in treating APB youth, which has intrinsic value for documenting the extent to which EBIs for a given disorder appear in everyday care, neither study condition contained therapists who made pre-study claims about practicing MI/CBT exclusively or routinely. Even so, the current sample of TAU therapists was unreliable in documenting their de facto implementation of MI/CBT, and this was equally true for both family and non-family therapists, and for both veteran and novice therapists across study condition. Perhaps FT is better suited for therapist-report formats because most FT techniques are linked to the physical presence of family members; perhaps the techniques themselves are more easily operationalized in a manner that avails reliable self-reporting; perhaps this particular sample of community therapists lacked an adequate level of expertise in the MI and CBT approaches to engender reliable reporting. Whatever the reasons, given past failures to establish therapist reliability in fidelity reporting on MI (e.g., Martino et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2004 ) and CBT (e.g., Brosan et al. 2008; Carroll et al. 1998 ) across various client populations, the field remains stuck at the drawing board in creating viable therapistreport tools for these two approaches, both of which are widely endorsed in the clinical workforce (Cook et al. 2010; Gifford et al. 2012) .
Study Strengths and Limitations
The main study strength was high ecological validity: It sampled community therapists who worked without benefit of extramural resources and who treated clients diagnosed with an array of clinical disorders for whom comorbidity was the norm. Also, therapists completed the brief ITT-ABP measure after participating in a one-hour introductory training, as part of their routine session documentation responsibilities. These conditions support the generalizability of the findings to real-world practice. There were two major study limitations. First, there was a small number of participating sites and therapists, which prevented testing or controlling for site differences, did not supply a representative sample of the usual care provider workforce, and generated minimal power to detect differences between subgroups of therapists (novices versus veterans), which disallows firm conclusions regarding the influence of clinician experience on self-report reliability. Second, the collection of recorded sessions was decidedly non-random: Study therapists were asked to record only half of their sessions and free to decide which sessions to record; moreover, investigators obtained recordings for only 35 % of the requested total. These sampling gaps open the door to sampling biases of several kinds (e.g., overrepresentation of therapist-preferred clients and sessions, underrepresentation of clients with erratic attendance or who refused to be recorded) and thus significantly limit the generalizability of the sampled data to the intended population. Likewise, only about 40 % of all site therapists volunteered to participate. Also, due to treatment attrition the study sample was younger and contained fewer adolescents with multiple diagnoses than the originally randomized sample.
Analyses did control for between-therapist effects when comparing mean scores but did not directly investigate individual therapist differences in self-report scores due to lack of power. Approach concordance and discordance comparisons were acutely drawn within RFT-all therapists in this condition had strong allegiance to the FT approach-but less so within TAU, as those therapists did not uniformly espouse a strong allegiance to MI/CBT (as reported in Hogue et al. 2012) . The RFT condition submitted twice as many recordings as TAU, an unintended discrepancy that may have resulted from the larger critical mass of having 14 RFT therapists located in one site versus 11 TAU therapists spread across five sites. This afforded a comparably greater opportunity to evaluate FT techniques than MI/CBT techniques.
Study Implications
Study results provide partial evidence for the criterion validity of the ITT-ABP: Community therapists were reliable and consistent with observational raters in reporting on EBI adherence for the FT scale, but not the MI/CBT scale. If the FT scale remains valid when tested in larger and more diverse therapist samples, it would gain standing as a valuable new QA tool in efforts to ensure quality implementation of FT in routine care for ABPs. Specifically, the FT scale could serve both prescriptive and evaluative purposes in the difficult task of achieving fidelity in front-line settings (see Regan et al. 2013) . Therapists could guide core-element case planning (see Barth et al. 2014) for ABP cases based on the FT techniques contained in the scale. Supervisors, administrators, and therapists themselves could utilize routine therapistreport documentation of FT fidelity to establish benchmarks for quality performance and provide corrective feedback at the case or clinician level (McLeod et al. 2013 ). Measuring EBI fidelity will become steadily more important in the wake of system-level changes in healthcare that include tracking and incentivizing the use of multilevel quality indicators to assess competence in service delivery .
As a brief therapist-report fidelity measure, the ITT-ABP is intended to be cost-efficient and readily manageable using intramural agency resources . Moreover, as demonstrated in this study, the FT scale can be used reliably with minimal training. These features align with the instrument's modest degree of standardization: The eight FT items refer to generic treatment techniques that are not embedded within procedural guidelines for when, how, or with whom to implement them. Thus there is concordance between the design of the instrument and the (lack of) of standardization among the ''loose confederation'' of interventions that it measures-it is intended to identify a generic approach, not a specific model. In contrast, the fidelity tools used by therapists implementing the modular MATCH-ADC protocol (Weisz et al. 2012) were technically elaborate and procedure-driven , matching the extensive standardization of the protocol itself. These two examples underscore a general principle: Fidelity measures and procedures can and should be calibrated according to the degree of specificity, flexibility, and customization needed to effectively capture the treatment constructs of interest and meet the desired evaluation goals .
Finally, the FT scale of the ITT-ABP might be profitably combined with the therapist-report scale for family-based contingency management of adolescent substance use recently validated by Chapman et al. (2013) , thereby creating a broad package of therapist-report fidelity assessment technology to guide implementation of evidencebased, family-based approaches for ABPs. This fidelity package for the FT approach would offer a large boost to clinicians, agencies, and systems struggling to deliver highquality family intervention services to multiproblem adolescents in various sectors of care (Kazak et al. 2010) .
